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Diamond Quality
In baseball, the appeal of the power hitter is undeniable. Having one in the batter’s box means that you are one pitch away
from scoring runs in a hurry and turning the game around, while the spectacle of watching tape-measure home runs can
draw the attention of even the most casual fans. However, the positives of leading the league in homers typically come
with pretty sizeable trade-offs. By being aggressive and swinging for the fences on every pitch, these players generally have
a high probability of making contact with nothing but air, resulting in strikeouts coming at a high frequency. While you
definitely want these prototypical sluggers in your line up when they are in a groove and hitting well, it is often the case that
they are streaky — the homers come in bunches but slumps also happen with some regularity that leaves a gaping hole in
the middle of your lineup.
In the investing world, power hitters are aggressive growth stocks. These securities have the potential for strongerthan-average returns, attracting a premium in the marketplace and capturing the attention of financial media and the
imagination of investors looking to turn a small investment into a fortune in short order. However, much like the home run
hitters, the potential for higher reward comes with higher implicit risk. Growth stocks are typically levered to the economic
cycle, outperforming the broad market in periods of strong economic growth, but also being subject to significant
downside risk when growth rolls over or if sentiment swings negative.
Much like managers in baseball try to balance their lineups with contact hitters, your portfolio managers can make
complementary investments in dividend stocks which generally offer up more moderate but stable performance and
regular cash flows that can help mute the downside. Of course, these income-generating investments offer comparatively
less upside than their growth counterparts that can leave investors feeling as though they are on the outside looking in
during market bull runs.
In baseball, the truly elite players are those that can consistently hit for both power and average. There is an equivalent for
the well-rounded hitter comparison in financial markets: quality stocks. A quality stock is one with high profitability, low
volatility in earnings growth and low leverage. This type of company is typically more mature with a sustainable advantage
over competitors and a focus on secular growth trends rather than cyclical ones.
The benefits of quality stocks not only prove themselves over the latest bull market cycle but also and more prominently
over the last three decades (a period that captures the previous two full market cycles rather than just the current
expansionary phase).
Chart 1: Quality is the best strategy this cycle..

Chart 2: ..and in the longer-run as well
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As is often the case in investing, the best offense can be a good defense, and on this score, quality stocks also provide
relatively better downside protection than their higher growth peers. While catching the upside moves is important in
terms of generating positive investment performance, mitigating the downside is equally, if not more, important. By their
nature, stocks of quality companies are designed to weather the storms in financial markets and the economy as a whole
since their ability to generate consistently solid earnings growth with low leverage means that can survive systematic
financial crises and recessionary conditions — and this is a key factor in the longer-term outperformance of quality
strategies. Quality stocks have outperformed the global benchmark over the last three decades in periods of heightened
equity market volatility, and by a significant degree. In the same vein, the characteristics of quality stocks make them able
to outperform no matter what interest rates are doing. Low leverage leaves these companies in better shape than others
when interest rates (and costs of capital) rise, while their stability and strength permit them to be able to manage in weaker
economic conditions that are associated with generally declining interest rates.
The bottom line is that in the short-term, any style or factor can be the hot performer, hitting home runs regularly. But in
the long run you want to have a player in your lineup that you know can consistently make high quality contact. Because
while the occasional home run is great, the ability to consistently hit singles and doubles means that you are going to be in
position to score more often than not, and in the end, hopefully help you win the game.
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